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SUMMARY 
An analysis w a s  made to determine the compressor pressure ratios and 
specific weight flows obtainable w i t h  single-stage air-cooled turbines 
f o r  both nonafterburning and afterburning turbojet engines operating a t  
a flight Mach number of 2 in the stratosphere. W i d e  ranges Fn .turbine- 
in le t  temperature, t i p  speed, hub-tip radius ra t io ,  and coolant-flow 
ra t io  were considered. In the interest of eq lo r ing  outer limits as well 
as minimizing coolhg requirements, the turbines were designed for the 
m a x i m u m  feasible  specific work through the  use of high  turbine aerody- 
namlc limits and high turbine-exit whirl. Other components were corre- 
spondingly considered t o  operate with high aerodynamic limits comensurate 
- 
I with  the  assiwed  efficiencies. 
The resul ts  of  this analysis show that the increases i n  compressor 
pressure r a t i o  obtainable with a single-stage air-cooled turbine are 
quite large, i f  the turbine ti9 speed, hub-tip radius r a t io ,  inlet 
temperature, and exit whirl are increased. Increases in the compres- 
so r  pressure ratio are generally reflected in increases in the gas 
density and, theref ore,  the weight-flow capacity  per  unit of flow area 
of each engine component  downstream of the compressor. For the af ter-  
burning engines with the afterburner-inlet velocity employed, the engine 
weight-flow capacity is limited by the afterburner f o r  e s sen t i a l ly   a l l  
conditions considered. In th i s  case, if higher afterburner lhits are 
permissible, large increases in engine weight flow are possible. For the 
nonafterburnhg engine, in general, either the cmbustor or the turbine 
limits the engine weight-flow capacity. A t  low turbine hub-tip radius 
ra t ios  corresponding t o  low compressor pressure  ratios and high turbine 
flow areas, the combustor limits the engine weight-flow capacity f o r  the 
combustor velocities employed. For these low hub-tip radius ratios,  
slight increases in the engine weight flow arb possible if higher com- 
bustor velocities are permissible. As the turbine hub-tip radius ratio 
increases, the weight-flow capacsty of the canibustor increases directly 
with the compressor pressure ratio. The changes in turbine weight-flaw 
capacity  with turbine hub-tip radius ra t io  depend upon the turbine  blade 
root stressee and the turbine-inlet temperature. However, as the turbine 
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hub-tip radius r a t i o  is Increased, the weight-flaw capacity of the com- 
bustor   re la t ive  to  that of the  turbine  increases so that at high turbine b 
hub-tip radius r a t io s  the turbine l imits  the. nmafterburning engine 
weight-flow capacity. For highlturbine-inlet temperatures, t h e  turbine 
weight-flow capacity can be increas-ed ae the turbine hub-tip radius ratio 
is increased without increasing the blade root stresses, since the gas  
density a t  the turbine increases faster than the flow area decreases. 
For low turbine-inlet temperatures, the converse is true; and, hence, 
the  turbine  blade  root  stresses 'must be in'creased h order to- increase. 
the turbine weight-flow capacity. Thus, high turbine-inlet tempera- 
tures, which are  desired  for  obtaining the best  combination of specific 
thrust and sgecific fuel consumption a t .  high flight speeds, are  desirable 
for  at taining  high compressor pressure  ratios and high weight flows per 






. .  
INTRODUCTION 
As contemplated flight conditions become progressively more severe, 
as research and development produce engine components of successively 
higher performance, and as new analytical techniques continue to be 
evolved, new turbojet-engine performance analyses me required. The ob- 
jective of the present report is to   obtain values of compressor pressure 
r a t i o  and compressor corrected weight flow per unit of turbine frontal 
area (hereafter referred to as "turbhe-limited specific weight flow") 
in a turboJet engine having a single-stage  air-cooled  turbine w i t h  high 
aerodynamic limits. As in all analytical  studies of this type, the ul- 
timate goal is the choice of basic engine design specifications for a 
particular mission and applicatipn that resu l t  in high i&rut per unit  
engine frontal area and lm. sgectf ic   fuel  cansmrjtion wlth acceptable 
engine specific weight. The poss ib i l i t i es  of iznproving  component  con- 
figurations for a par t icular  engine application are increased as f reedm 
in  the selection of r e a l i s t i c  engine desi- specifications is extended. 
In this respect, turbFne cooling provides an important cantribution t o  
design freedom, since it permits independent choke of blade stresses and 
gas temperatures. . .  .. . . .. " 
Several analyses of the performance of turbojet engines over ranges 
of engine design specifications Nve been published. References 1 t o  3, 
which are   typical  of these  publications, present the  thrust per pound of 
compressor .we igh t  flow and the  specific fuel. consumption of a turbojet 
engine for ranges of flight speed, conrgressor pressure ratio, turbine- 
inlet temperature, and afterburner-outlet temperature. This type of 
analysis was extended in refer- 4 t o  include the effect  of a l t i tude  
on thrust  and specific fuel consumption and t o  employ the engine per- 
formance i n  an malysis for  the  range of a spec i f ic  a i rc raf t .  However, 
in a l l  these cases the effect of'cooling of the turbine to permit the 
higher turbine-inlet temperatures considered was neglected. The general 
" 
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effect of cooling would be t o - d i s t o r t  the  results toward lower values of 




A limited number of calculations to evaluate the effects  of cooling 
have been made. References 5 t o  7 show that gas-turbine performance can 
be greatly improved by increasing the turbine-inlet temperature and em- 
ploying either air  or  a l iquid for cooling the turbine blades. In addi- 
tion, references 8 and 9 indicate that t h e   p e r f o m c e  of turbojet en- 
gines designed for subsonic and for supersonic flight, respectively, c m  
be improved by increasing the turbine-lnlet temperature and employing 
air-cooled  turbine  blades. 
The thrust per unit of frontal   area and the  specific  fuel consump- 
t ion  for  turbojet  engines analyzed in the  l i terature  have been evaluated 
by independently specifying the compressor pressure r a t i o ,  the corrected 
engine weight floyper unit frontal area, the turbine-inlet temperature, 
the component efficiencies , and the coolant flow. Under these conditions , 
the  flow Mach nuuibers within each .component are  uniquely  specified for 
given component flow areas. These Mach nmibers are, in turn, interrelated 
with the component efficiencies. Furthermore, the cooling requirements 
are interrelated with the Msch numbers and the state conditions within 
the turbine as w e l l  as the turbine blade stresses and geometry. Thus, 
sigm for  which any or all of the following may be true : It is impOS8ible 
to pass the specvied weight flow; the required Mach nmbers  differ from 
cooling requirements are inaccurate. Consequently, the perfornaance re- 
sults of many of the engines are not direct ly  comparable. 
4 s 
r;' 
- the independent choice of  these  specifications  frequently leads t o  de- 
d those commensurate with  the  specified component efficiencies; or the 
The freedom of choosing independent design specif  €cations so that 
a l l  engines considered in any specific  analysis  are  directly comparable 
has necessarily awaited. the development af adequate procedures for analyz- 
trtg and..limitlng ea&. of the components. A simplified procedure for  
evaluating the turbine  specific work f o r  a given couibination of turbine 
design specifications, namely turbine-inlet temperature, t i p  speed, and 
hub-tip radius ratio , was published recently (ref. IO). h addition, 
recent component research permits good estimates of the component e f f i -  
ciencies and aerodynamic limits. Since the engine weight f low and the 
compressor pressure  ratio can be related  to  the  turbine work, the  cm- 
ponen-t efficiencies, and the aerodynamic limits, while the  coolant-flow 
requirements can be evaluated from the  turbine  design  specifications , it 
is possible   to   re la te   the engine performance t o  the turbine-inlet t e m -  
perature,  the t ip speed, and the hub-tip radius ratio for specified com- 
ponent efficiencies and aerodynamic limits. Al engines analyzed in  th i s  
way and fo r  which turbine blade cooling can be accomplished are direct ly  
are coqarable for a l l  engines. Consequently, a series of investigations 
has been undertaken by the NACA t o  determine the performance of turbojet 
- comparable, provided that the component efffciencies and aerodynamic limits 
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engines over a wide range of turbine-inlet temperatures, t i p  speeds, and 
hub-tip radius ratios for several values of coolant flow. In the analysis 
of these engines, an attempt was made to   obtain the highest turbine epe- 
c i f i c  work tha t  seemed feasible i n  the  near  future w i t h  a given set of 
turbine design specifications, , i n  order t o  explore the outer limits far 
engines employing turbine blade cooling. This was done by choosing 
higher values of turbine aerodynamic limits and turbine-exit w h i r l  than 
are in current use. Eowever , d rather conservative value of turbine 
adiabatic efficiency was assigned. Such a procedure results in the m i n -  
Frmun cooling load, became a specified amount of work is obtained from 
the turbine for the lowest values of turbine-Fnlet temperature and etress. 
The engines investigated were -de conq?arable by uti l izing  the same V a l -  
ues of the component aerodynamic limits and efficienciee commensurate 
with those limits for  a l l  engines. In addition, air-cooling is consid- 
ered, because it is in  a more advanced stage of development than is 
liquid cooling; md"a single-stage turbine i s  employed i n  the interest  
of retaining mechanical simplicity and min imum blade  heat-transfer sur- 
face area. 
A s  a part  of t h i s  series..of investigations a t  the NACA Lewis labora- 
tory, the obtainable turbine work and w e i g h t  flow expressed in  t e r n  of 
the compressor pressure r a t i o  md the turbine-limited spec-lfic weight. 
flow (hereafter referred to as the turbine performance as opposed t o  the 
engine performance, which is the objective of the entire investigation) 
were determined mer a range of turbine design specifications. In addi- 
tion, the weight-flq capacity of the inlet diffuser and the  compressor 
and the   ra t io  of the required combustor and e9terburner frontal areas t o  
the turbine frontal  area were computed, so that the compressor corrected 
weight flow  per  unit of engine $rental area cquld be evaluated readily. 
The present report presents the resul ts  of t h i s  analysis and i l lus t ra tes  
not only the influence of .turbine blade cmling on the obtainable com- 
pressor  pressure  ratio,  turbine--limited 6pecifi.c.. weiat flow, and engwe 
specific weight flow, but also ;the factors affecting the selection and 
design of air-cooled single-stage turbines for turbojet engines. The 
following ranges i n  the turbine: design specifications were considered f o r  
a flight Mach  number of 2.0 Fn..the stratosphere: turbine-inlet tempera- 
ture,  2O0O0 t o  3500' R; turbine: blade t i p  speed, 1100 t o  1700 feet per 
second; turbine h*-tip radius ratio,  0.55 t o  Oi75; and coolant-flow 
ra t io ,  0 t o  0.15. 
The engines analyzed are considered to   cons is t  of an inlet diffuser,  
a compressor, a combustor, and a turbine w i t h  a zone downstream i n  which 
the cooling a i r  is assumed t o  mix with the combustion gases. For the 
case of thrust augmentation, the engines have, i n  addition, a diffuser 
after the mixing zone downstream of .  the turbine and an  afterburner . 
" . . 
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Schematic diagrams of the unaugmented and the augmented engines are shown 
k figure 1. The synibols and definitions used throughout the report are 
listed in appendix A. 
* 
' Turbine Specific Work 
The turbine-inlet temperature, turbine blade t i p  speed, and turbine 
CN 
4 
P hub-tip  radius  ratio were used  as independent variables for specifying 
I" the engine designs. In addition,  single-stage turbine designs  with  free- 
vortex  velocity  distributions and constant annulas: area were emloyed. 
Since the turbine design condittons were specified, it w&s necessary t o  
start the analysis at the turbine. The simplified procedure f o r  design- 
ing free-vortex  turbines as published Sn reference 10 was used for  eval- 
uating the turbine specwic work. As shown in reference 10, the turbine 
specific work is dependent upon the aerodynamic l i m i t s ,  namely, rotor- 
inlet   re la t ive Mach number and exit axia l   c r i t i ca l   ve loc i ty   ra t io   ( ra t io  
of exit axial velocity  to  sonic  velocity a t  Mach nuniber I), turbine adia- 
batic  efficiency, and amount of whirl  or tangential  velocity a t  turbine 
exit, as well as turbine-inlet temperature, t i p  speed, and hub-tip radius 
rat io .  
- In the  present  report  the aerodynamic limits and the  turbine-exit 
I and engine weight fl&, the coolant flow required can  be  reduced by main- 
w h i r l  were chosen so a6 t o   a 8 s u ~ e  high turbine work. High turbine work 
was particularly emphasized, since, for a given compressor pressure ratio 
taining the turbine specSfic w o r k  at reduced turb ine  t ip  speed. This re- 
duction in the coolant flow is simply a reflection of the decrease in 
turbine blade stresses. Alternately, the cmressor  pressure rat io  and, 
consequently, the engine w e i g h t  flow can be increased by increasing  the 
turbine  specific work without increasbg  the  required  coolmt flow by in- 
creasing the aerodynamic limits, or exi t  w h i r l ,  o r  both. In addition, 
the turbine s i z e  or blade strees,  o r  both, can be reduced for  a given 
compressor pressure  ratio and engine w e i g h t  f l o w  by  increasing  the tur- 
bine aerodynamic limits or   exi t  w h i r l ,  or  both. 
Reference 11 shows that the specific work of a single-stage turbine 
can be  increased  substantially  by  increasing the turbine aerodynamic lim- 
its. In addition, it is apparent f r o m  Euler's turbine equation that the 
turbine  specific work can be directly  increased by eraploylng turblne-exit 
whirl, that is, by permitting the gases leaving the -turbine t o  have a tan- 
gential component of velocity in the direction opposite that of the wheel 
rotation. Therefore, $he present report utilized a couibination of the 
aerodynamic limits and turbine-exit w h i r l  so that the highest turbine spe- 
c i f F c  work w a s  obtained that seems feasible f o r  near-future single-stage 
Accordingly, the inlet re la t ive Mach number a t   t he  turbine rotor  root was 
limlted t o  0.80 and the  turbine U b a t i c  efficiency was f ixed   a t  0.83. 
. turbine  designs  without  a  significant  reduction In turbine  fficiency. 
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Appendix B presents  the results of calculations  mde  to  estimate the per- 
missible amount of turbine-exit whirl without a significant reduction Fn 
the turbine adiabatic efficiency. It is assumed that the pressure head 
associated w i t h  the  exit  tangential  velocity component was eventually 
dissipated downstream of the turbine by the tail-cone struts, and delete- 
rious effects on the downstream components were thus prevented. On the 
basis of the results presented Fn appendix B, the present report used 
turbine-exit w h i r l  corresponding t o  a value of -0.41 for   the  ra t io  of 
w h i r l  component of velocity  to wheel speed at the  radial  position a t  
which the  product of w h i r l  energy loss per pound irnd t o t a l  weight flow 
expresses the total w h i r l  energy loss. This turbine-exit w h i r l  was de- 
termined as  that value corresponding t o  the same turbine adiabatic  effi-  
ciency as for no turbine-exit whirl, assuming that  the blading losses 
were hdependent of turbine-exit.whir1. However, as shown in  appendix B, 
even if the  blading losses are scheduled t o  vary w i t h  turbine-exit w M r l  
when a loss coefficient invariant with exit whirl is used, the maximum 
drop in the turbine adiabatic efficiency due t o  this whirl is only 3.6 
percentage points. Furthermore,' supplementary calculations revealed that 
the effect of employing t h i s  ex i t  w h i r l  is to increase the obtainable 
compressor pressure r a t i o  and, turbine weight-flow capacity by about 34- 
and 20 percent, respectively, fo r  a typical example. For these reasons, 
the use of t h i s  amount of turbine-exit w h i r l  seemed pazticularly desir- 
able, even though it is considerably i n  exce6s of values used in present 
design  practice 
The turbine-exit   axial   cri t ical   velocity  ratio mt  be limited by 
the condition of axial  choking wi th in  the blade passages a t   the   t ra i l ing  
edge. Far a g-lven blade sol idi ty  and trailing-edge thickness, it is po8- 
s ib le   to   re la te  the blade chord t o  the  exit  axial cr i t ical   veloci ty   ra t io  
(outside the blade passage) for this choking condition. For t h i s  reason, 
the minimum values of  permissible turbine blade chord have been computed 
over the range of turbine design specifications used herein for an exi t  
axial   cr i t ical   veloci ty  ratio of 0.70, a trailing-edge thickness reason- 
able for a cooled turbine blade, and two turbine  blade  t ip  solidit ies.  
These calculations are discussed and the results are presented in appen- 
dix B. These results show that the minimum turbine blade chords are 
w i t h i n  o r  below present design practice. Slight increases Fn the exit 
axial cr i t ical   veloci ty   ra t io  have an appreciable effect Upon the maxi- 
mum turbine blade chord (since as this velocity  ratio approaches unity 
the minimum turbine blade chord approaches infinity) with no significant 
inqlrovement in the turbine performance. For this reason, the exit crit- 
ical   velocity r a t i o  o f  0.70 was considered as the limit. 
The angle through which the  turbine  blades  turn  the working f lu id  
is a direct measure of the turbine work. It is expected that this turn- 
i n g  angle must be l imited at  the hub t o  prevent excessive losses. There- 
fore, since  the need fo r  high turbine work has been particularly em- 
phasized by using a combbation of the aerodynamic limits and exi t  whirl 
corresponding t o  high turbine spe-cific work, a calculation was mde (6ee 




appendix B) t o  determine the hub values of the rotor blade turning angles  
over the range of turbine desi-s considered herein. These results as 
tabulated Fn appendix B show that only in the case of the cmbination of 
turbine-inlet temperature and t i p  speed of 2000° R and 1700 feet   per 
second., respectively, do the turning angles exceed the limiting value of 
120' used in reference 10. 
The occurrence of negative reaction over any portion of the turbine 
blade span is undesirable, because it may cause flow separation that 
would resul t  in additional losses. O f  the 80 combinations of the turbFne 
design specifications studied herein, only two display& this undesirable 
characteristic; these were f o r  a t i p  speea of ll00 feet   per second, a 
turbine-inlet temperature of 35m0 R, and fo r  hub-tip radius ratios of 
0.55 and 0.60. 
In order t o  avold  restricting the analysis t o  any particular air- 
cooled blade configurations, a range of coolant flows from 0 t o  15 per- 
cent of the compressor weight flow was cansidered. However, since the 
turbine desi- specifications fix the turbine blade stresses for any 
blade configuration as w e l l  as the aerodynamic and thermodynamic condi- 
tions around the blade, the cooling-air requirements can be uniquely eval- 
uated for any blade configuration. The work done by the turbine ugon the 
cooling a i r  as it flows between the entrance of the compressor and the 
t i p s  of the turbine blades was considered equivalent t o  the work required 
t o  compress the cooling ah? to  the ccmgressor-discharge s t a m t i o n  tem- 
perature. Although this assu@iion pertnitted handling the cooling air as 
if it were compressed ent i re ly  by the ccmpressor, in the practical   appli-  
cation it involves compressor interstage bleed, since, Fn general, work 
is done on the  cooling air  as  it flows within the turbine rotor .  
Compressor Pressure Ratio 
The compressor pressure ratio fo r  a given adiabatic  efficiency is 
dependent upon the compressor specific work and compressor-inlet tempera- 
ture. Since the work balance between the turbine and compressor provides 
a re la t ion between compressor specific work and turbine  specffic work, 
it is possible   to   re la te  the compressor pressure r a t i o  t o  the turbine 
specific work, the coolant-flaw ratio, the fuel-air  r a t io ,  and the 
compressor-inlet temperature. This relation was employed in conjunction 
w i t h  the analytical procedures and results presented in reference 12 for 
evaluating the co~gpreesor  pressure ra t fo .  
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Turbine Specific Weight Flow 
The turbine specific w e i g h t  flow was deterrnined by applying the con- 
t inuity  equation  to the e x i t  of the turbine and using the l imiting value 
of the turbine-exit axial. cr i t ica l   ve loc i ty   ra t io  and the state condi- 
t ions at the mean radial s ta t ion.  The state conditions were determined 
from the ve loc i t ies  a t  the  turbine exi t ,  the compressor, combustor, and 
turbine pressure ratios,  and the turbine-inlet temperature. The combus- 
tor   pressure  ra t io  and the turbine  specific weight flaw were obtained e 
from a graphical solution of the  empirical pressure-loss characteristic .-I 
of a typical low-loss combustor and the continuity equation written be- 
M 
tween the conibustor-inlet and turbine-exit stations. Finally, the turbine- 
l imited  specific weight flow was computed as the turbine weight flow per 
uni t  of turbine  frontal  area  corrected  for fuel and coolant flows and for 
compressor-inlet  stagnation conditions. " 
Compressor Specific-Weight-Flow Capacity 
The compressor specific-weight-flow ca$acity was estimated f o r  a 
range of compressor t i p  speeds f o r  a transonic inlet stage employing 
solid-body-rotation guide vanes. The compressor was aerodynamically l i m -  
i t ed  by the  use of an M e t  axial cr i t ica l   ve loc i ty   ra t io  a t  the hub of 
0.7 an& a relative Mach number a t  t h e   t i p  of 1.1. These were considered 
t o  be realist ic  for  near-future canrpressors designed for high weight flow 
and specific work. The weight-flow capacity was c-ted a t  the station 
between the  first guide vane and the f i rs t  rotor (where the pressure ie 
the lowest while the w h i r l  due to   the  guide vane is high) with the con- 
tinuity  equation at the mew-radial pos i t im  . 
Conibustor and Afterburner Performance 
In order t o  keep the engine frontal   mea low and the combwtor veloc- 
i t y  (and therefore the combustor pressure drop) low, the ,combuetor frmtal 
area was maintained equal t o  the turbine  frontal mea, unless  the re- 
quired couibustor reference veloc.ity exceeded the assumed limiting value 
of 150 feet per second. (Reference velocity is defined as that velocity 
obtained from the  cont inui ty   eqFt ion when the  burner weight flow is 
divided by the inlet density and the maximum flow mea. ) For the high- 
volume flom for which the limiting  velocity  tended  to be exceeded, the 
combustor frontal area was allowed t o  exceed the turbine  frontal   area,  
while the comSxlstor reference  velocity of 150 feet   per  second was main- 
tained. For the augmented engines an afterburner reference velocity of 
500 feet per second was employed, and the frontal area  ra t io  between the 
turbine and the afterburner  required t o  accommodate the w e i g h t  flow was 
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determined from the continuity relation. The afterburner reference veloc- 
i t y  w8s never reduced below 500 f ee t  per second, in order t o  minimize the 
diffusion losses a t  the turbine exit. 
The pressure  ratio of the combustor was varied w i t h  the inlet Mach 
number and the ternperatme r a t io  according t o  the experimental loss char- 
ac te r i s t ics  of the typical low-loss turbojet co&wtor studied in  refer- 
ence 13. The pressure losses in  the afterburner were assumed to be equal 
t o  the in le t  dynamic head as in reference 14. 
Mixing and Diffusing at  Turbine Exit 
The combustion gases and the  cooling air discharged from the turbine 
blades were assumed t o  mix in a constant-area  sectim downstream of the 
turbine  (see  f ig . 1) . The pressure  losses 8na the f Fnal mixture tempera- 
ture were determined  by using the momentum and energy  equations and assum- 
ing that the combustion gases and the cooling air enter the mixing zone 
a t  the same static  pressure and that  no heat transfer t o  the cooling a i r  
occurs before mixing. 
For the a w n t e d  engine, ag additional pressure loss was accounted 
f o r  which was due t o  the necessity of diffusing from the cooling-air m i x -  
ing zone t o  the afterburner-inlet velocity. This pressme loss was com- 
puted w i t h  an adiabatic dif'mer efficiency. 
4 
BL1 assuqptions Fnvolved in the aaalysis and the important constants 
are  sunrmarized in appendix C. 
In the foregoing, analytical procedures are outlined which permit 
the determination of the  turbine performance and the engine weight-flow 
capacity  obtainable f r o m  turbojet  engines w i t h  single-stage  air-cooled 
turbines and components with high aerodynamic linits commensurate with 
the component ef'ficFencFes chosen. In the interest of minimizing the re- 
quired coolant flow f o r  the single-stage turbine, an attempt w a s  made t o  
consider turbine designs in which the highgst feasible specific work could 
be extracted from the turbine. !his was accomplished herefn by emgloyiag 
a large tangential component of the turbine efflux velocity, which vas 
sham t o  resu l t  in a net gain in the o b t a b b l e  compressor pressure  ratio 
and turbine-limited specific weight flow. The compressor pressure ratio, 
the turbine-limited specific weight flow, and the state conditions through 
the engine aze presented in table I f o r  the following values of the 
WOOo, and 35000 R; blade t i p  speed Ut, 1100, 1300, 1500, and 1700 fee t  
4 independent variables : turbine-inlet  temperature Ti, ZOoOo, 2500°, 
- 
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per second; hub-tip radius rat io  rh/r t ,  0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, and 
0.75; coolant-flaw r a t i o  C, 0, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15. 
Uncooled-Turbine Performance 
Effect of turbine design specifications an turbine performance. - 
The effect  of variations in the turbine design specifications on the per- 
formance of the uncooled turbine is presented in figure 2, Where the r( 
turbine-limited specific weight flow is plotted against the conpressor 
pressure ratio.  Figure 2 illuGxates that ,  in general, the compressor 
pressure  ratio and the  turbine-limited  specific weight flow increase si- 
multaneoczsly as the.  turbine-inlet temperature wd the  turbine  t ip speed 
are increased. The increase in the turbine-limited specific weight f l o w  
is essent ia l ly  a reflection  of:the  increase in the compressor pressure 
r a t i o  and, therefore, -the gas density a t  the turbine exit. The einazlta- 
neous increase is particuLarly important, since the turbine-limited spe- 
c i f i c  weight flow and compressor pressure  ratio of the engine a re  meas- 
ures of the corresponding turbojet-engine thrust and specific fuel con- 
sumption, respectively. A t  least within the ranges encountered with the 
single-stage turbine, it is geqerally true that increases in the engine 
specific weight flow and compressor pressure ratio at constant turbine- 
inlet temperature resu l t  in increased thrust a t  lower specific fuel con- . 
surrrptia. The increases in the turbine-limited specific weight flaw and 
coqressor  pressure  ratio  with.turbine-inlet  temperature are   largest  at 
high turbine t i p  speeds. Similarly, both of these quantities increase 
most with turbine tip speed atlthe highest turbine-inlet temperature; 
while, for low turbine-inlet temperature, the compressor pressure ratio 
increases while the turbine-limited specific weight flow first Fncreases 
and then decreases with 3ncreaBFng t i p  speed. mu6, both high turbine- 
i n l e t  temperatures and turbine. t i p  speeds seem part icular ly  advantageous. 
The higher t i p  speed is accornp+nied by a direct  increase  in  the  whirl 
component of the gases at the turbine .inlet and, thus, an. increase in 
turbine work. Similarly, a higher turbine-inlet temperature yields an 
increase in the turbine work in the form of an increased inlet whirl com- 
ponent. In addition, an increase in the turbine-inlet temperature permits 
this increase i n  turbine work t o  occur while the turbine pressure ratio 
Pj/pi actually increases and therefore, in general, affects favorably 
the turbine weight-flow capaci-ky. The variations i n  the turbbe-limited 
specific weight flow and the compressor pressure  ratio w i t h  the turbine- 
i n l e t  temperature and t i p  speed are  essentially a ref lect ion of these 




In addition, figure 2 shows that, for a given turbine-inlet 'tempera- 
ture  and t i p  speed, the turbine-limited specific weight flow increases 
with decreasing turbine hub-tip radius ratio (increasing blade length and, 
thus, annular area) ,  un t i l  a  xim mum weight flow is reached. Thereafter, 
the  turbine-limited  specific weight f low decreases w i t h  decreasing turbine .. 
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hub-tip radius ratio. Although this peak weight flow is obtained only for 
the highest turbine-inlet temperature and t i p  speeds used herein, the 
trend is general aSa wwuld occur for  all conditions if the turbine hub- 
t ip  rad ius  ra t ios  were extended t o  lower values. The compressor pressure 
r a t io  decreases continuously with decreas- turbine hub-tip radius ra- 
t i o ,  however, since decreasing hub wheel speed requires decreased abso- 
lute  stream  velocities  at  the  turbine  inlet  for limited relative  veloc- 
i t i e s .  Thus, the gains in  turbine-limited specific weight f l o w  obtained 
by decreases in the turbine hub-tip radius ra t io  are accompanied by a 
decreasing compressor pressure ratio. Figure 2 i l lus t ra tes  that the per- 
centage gains in the  turbine-lfmited  specific weight flaw obtained by 
decreasing  the  turbine  hub-tip  radius  ratio  are  largest f o r  low t u r b h e  
t i p  speeds and in l e t  temperatures. In addition, these gains are accom- 
plished with the smallest percentage of loss in coqressor  pressure  ratio.  
Increases in turbine  t ip  speed afford additional design freedom. 
For instance, as shown on figure 2, a t  a turbine t i p  speed of Xi00 f e e t  
per secmd the turbine performance is limited t o  a n m m  range, with 
turbine  hub-tip  radius  ratio  being.  the most significant  turbine-design 
variable; however, a t  a t i p  speed of 1700 f ee t  per second the.turbine 
performance can vary over a wide range, and design freedom is increased, 
particularly since a larger nuniber of combinations df turbine-limited 
specific w e i g h t  flow and pressure r a t i o  are available. The reader s h d d  
recall ,  however, that figure 2 depicts only the range of design freedom 
for the case of single-stage turbines with specified aerodynamic limits 
and that reducing the aerodynamic limits would sh i f t   the  curves presented 
toward the  origin,  the result of which would  be larger coolant-flow re- 
quirements, heavier turbines, and lower turbine performance fo r  each s e t  
of values of the turbhe design variables. The  maps of the conqzressor 
pressure ratio and turbine-limited  specific weight flow sham on figme 
2 overlap f o r  turbine t ip  speeds of 1500 and 1700 feet  per second. This 
overlapping would occur more commonly if smaller speed increments and 
larger ranges of turbine-inlet temperature and hub-tip  radius  ratio were 
chosen. This overlapping illustrates that different cmibinations of tur- 
bine design variables may give the same turbine performance and that   the  
evaluation of  the  best  conbination f o r  a particular  engine  application 
depends on the canbination of values of turbine design specifications 
that results in the least severe blade-cooling requfrements for a partic- 
ulax cooled-blade configmatLon. In a similar manner, in order t o  deterc 
m i n e  the  best combination of the compressor pressure r a t i o  and turbine- 
limited  specific weight flow over the full range of the turbine design 
specification for 8 particular  airplane w i t h  a specified mission, it is 
necessary t o  make a complete englne analysis with a specific cooled- 
turbine blade configuration. Subsequently, the results wou ld  have t o  be 
applied t o  an aircraft-range or combat-time Fnvestigatton. 
Comparison of turbine performance results with those of production 
engines. - In order to give the reader a basis for evaluating the turbine 
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designs used in the present report, a comparison is  made between the tur- 
bine performaace results  presented  herein and the turbine performance of 
three production engines w i t h  single-stage turbines. In order t o  mak.e 
t h i s  comparison, the turbine performances of three analytical engines 
predicted upon the assumptions of this report were determined a t  values 
of turbbe-inlet  temperature asd t i p  speed that resulted Fn the same 
corrected  turbine-Met  temgerature and corrected tip speed for both  the 
aaalytical  engines and the corresponding production engines. The hub- 
t ip   radius  r a t io s  for the analytical engines and the corresponding pro- 
duction engines were equal. The results of this camparison are presented 
In the following table : 
'PUrbO- Turbine design performance Corrected  design 
Jet  . engine specifications Analytical engine Production  engine Turbine- 
(lb/sec) Ilb/sec) ft /sec ature, 
flow, r a t   i o  f l o w ,  r a t i o   r a t i o  speed, temper- 
weight pressure weight pressure radius t i p  in le t  
SpecFfic Compressor CompressorlSpecific Hub-tip Turbine 
03 sq f t  sq ft 
A 2010 1358 
B 2100 ll68 m 798  5.25  14.7 5.92 19 5  
27.82 6.165 22.8 4.25 0.680 
1 C I 2060 1 1193 1 .705 1 5.00 1 16.1 I 5.915 1 20.40 I 
The turbine performance of the analytical engines exceeds tha t  f o r  the 
corresponding production engines. This difference is essentially a re- 
sult of the higher aer.odynamic limits and turbine-exit w h i r l  a d ,  corre- 
spondingly, the hi@;her turbine work, rather than the  effect  of s l ight  
differences in efficiencies. Comparison of the turbine .performance on 
figure 2 with the design conpressor pressure ratios and weight flows for 
the three turbojet engines indicates that, by extending the ranges of 
the turbine design specifications beyond present  limitations, much higher 
turbine-limited specific weight flows and campressor pressure  ratios can 
be obtained w i t h  a single-stage turbine. 
Cooled-Turbine Performance 
Since the turbine cooling air must be supplied by the compressor and 
the same coolin@; air absorbs rather than produces work in the turbine, 
the compressor pressure  ratio and the turbine-limited specific weight flow 
are  affected  by  the amount of cooling air supplied t o  the  turbine. 
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Effect of coolast-flaw r a t i o  on compressor pressure ratio.  - The 
effect of  the coolant-flow r a t i o  on the compressor pressure r a t i o  is 
presented in f-igure 3. It is evident from the f ig&e that the pressure 
r a t io  of the cooled engine is inypendent of the values of the turbine 
design specifications. The highest vahe of campressor pressure 
r a t io  shown i n   t h e  figure for   the cooled turbine i s  about 2 percent be- 
low tha t   for  no coolant f l o w  fo r  each percentage point of coolant f l o w .  
A t  a pressure r a t i o  of 1.0, cooling has no effect, because the coolant 
w pumping  work i s  zero. 
5 
P Effect of coolant-flow ra t io  on turbine performance. - The effect  
of coolant-flow r a t i o  on the  variation of turbine performance w€th tur- 
bine design specification6 is presented in figure 4. If the compressor 
pressure  ratio were invariant w i t h  coolant-flaw ra t io  f o r  any conibination 
of the turbine design specifications, an increase in  the coolant-flow 
r a t i o  w o u l d  increase the turbine-limited  specific weight flow, because 
th i s  weight flow is computed a t  the exit to  the  turbine annulus and tke 
coolant bypasses the turbine annulus. However, as sham in  figure 3, 
the coolant-flow r a t i o  decreases the compressor pressure r a t io ,  because 
the coolant requires work f o r  its compression but supplies no work in the 
turbIne. A t  the lower t i p  speeds, the effect  of the coolant that bypasses 
the turbine annulus is greater than the effect of the reduced weight flow 
through the turbine. This weight-flow reduction is brought about by the 
decrease in density a t  the turbine exit due t o  the decreasing compressor 
pressure ratio. The result is that the turbine-limited specific weight 
flow increases w i t h  cooh t - f low ra t io  at the lower t i p  speeds. A t  the 
higher t i p  speeds, the opposite s e t  of circumstances causes the  turbhe-  
limited  specific weight flow t o  decrease w i t h  an Increase in coolant-flow 
ra t io .  As a resul t ,  an aerodynamically limited compressor must have a 
larger  frontal   area in the cooled than in the uncooled case if the tur- 
bine t ip  speed is ll00 feet  per second; the converse is t rue at  1700 f e e t  
per second. 
Figure 4 shows that the range of turbine performance is reduced by 
coolFng as a resu l t  of the larger Fnfluence of cooling a t  the higher tur- 
bine speeds c m e d  with the lower t i p  speeds. However, even for coolant- 
flow ra t ios  of 0.15, the ranges in both compressor pressure ratio and 
turbine-limited  specific w e f g h t  flow are  appreciably &ove the  possible 
design values for uncooled turbines. With reference to the preceding 
table, f o r  example, E turbine designed for an i n l e t  temperature of 
2000° R, a t i p  speed ,of 1300 f e e t  per second., and a hub-tip  radius  ratio 
of 0.70 m i g h t  be  considered  typical of current  design  practice  for an un- 
cooled turbine. For these design conditions, the turbhe-limited specific 
weight flow is 20.4 paunaEl per second per square foot and the compressor 
pressure ratio is 3.96, as given in  figure $(a) (C = 0) . This set of turr 
bine performance values is designated by the circles  in figure 4. For all 
points t o  the r ight  and above these circles, the txrbtne-limited specific - 
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weight flow and the compressor pressure  ra t io   we  sqer ior   to   the  values  
f o r  a typical current design. Stnce the engines w i t h  superior turbFne 
performance in figure 4(a) and a l l  the engines in figures 4(b),  (c ) ,  and 
(a) are possible through turbine blade cooling, it is seen that this 
cooling, which permits. the more severe turbine design conditions, is a 
means of realizing  significant 'gains in single-stage turbine performance. 
Even with 15 percent of the compressor weight flow used for cooling, the 
turbine-limited  specific weight flow can be increased t o   a s  much as 33 
pounds per second per square fooe, or the compressor pressure  ratio can 
be increased t o  approximately 7 . 9 b y  increasing the turbine-Fnlet temper- 
a ture  to  35W0 R (f ig .  4(d) ) . Although these increases indicate imgrove- 
ments in engine thrust asd speciftc fuel consuurption, they can be accu- 
rately  evaluated only  by means o f .  a 'conq?lete analysis Fncluding the engine 
flight plan and the specific type.of cooled-blsde configuration. 
It is igpossible to evaluate: completely or adequately the required 
coolant-flow ra t io  over the range: of turbine design variables considered 
herein without making a cooling e a l y s i s  of several air-cooled blade con- 
figurations. However, it is possible to gain some  knowledge concerning 
the  severity of  the cooling problem over the range of the turbine design 
variables by studying the resulting turbine blade centrifugal stresses 
a t  the  hub. Since the centrifu@;al stresses are a function of the blade 
t i p  speed and hub-tip radius ratio, lines of constant centrifugal stress 
can be superimposed upon turbine performance p l o t s  w i t h  the  turbine tip 
speed and hub-tip radius ratio 88 parameters. For constant turbine-inlet 
temperatures, a constant-stress lFne can be considered as an approximation 
of the  l ine of constant required coolant-flow ratio f o r  a particular 
cooled-blade canfiguratian. The reason a constant-stress line only 
approximates the condition of canstant required coolast-flow r a t i o  is 
that  several o f  the  variables  affecting  the  required coolant-flow r a t io  
vary along a constant-stress line.. However, the effects of these vssia- 
hles, which include the blade inside and outside heat-transfer coeffi- 
cients, the effective gas temperature, the blade pressure drop, and the 
compressor pressure ratio, me to: some extent compensating. 
The stresses corresponding t o  the perfopance levels attainable at 
turbine-inlet temperatures of 200.0° and 3500 R are presented in figure 
5 f o r  coolant-flm ratios of 0 EL& 0.15. The stresses were computed on 
the basis of a linear metal area taper from blade hub t o  t i p  wlth the t i p  
metal area being 0.4 tha t  a t  the  hub. 'phis amomt of taper was chosen 
since it cas be obtained with prepent fabrication procedures for 
convection-air-cooled  blade.  confiprations. 
5 
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A significant  characteristic of the  constant-stress  lfnes  is  their - slope. For the lower turbine-inlet temperature, the stress lines are so 
inclined  that  for  constant  stress  the  turbine-limited  specific  weight  flow 
decreases  with  increasing  compressor  pressure  ratio  as  shown in figure 
5Ca).  However,  for  the  high  turbine-inlet  temperature,  the  turbine- 
limited  specific  weight flow increases  with  compressor  pressure  ratio at 
constant  stress  as  shown in figure  5(b) . In general,  for  the  range  of 
turbine  design  variables  considered  herein,  the  engine  thrust  increases 
with  the  turbine-limited  specific  weight  flow,  and  the  specific  fuel  con- 
sumption  decreases  with  increasing  compressor  pressure  ratio. For this 
sure  ratio  simultaneously.  At 3500’ R turbine-inlet  temperature,  the 
lines of constant  stress  possess  this  desirable  characteristic. E the 
coolant flow is  assumed to be  constant along a constant-stress  line,  it 
is  evident  from  figure  5tb)  that  the  thrust  and  specific fuel consmption 
can be  improved by increasing  the  turbine-l€mit&  specific  weight flow 
and  compressor  pressure  ratios along this  lFne  without  increasing  the 
coolant  required.  At 2WOo R turbine-inlet  temperature,  this  characterls- 
tic of simultaneous  increases  in  the  turbhe-limited  specific  weight f l o w  
and  compressor  pressure  ratio  is  not  displayed by th  constant-stress 
lines. In fact, at constant blade stress, indications are that  the ob- 
tainable  thrust  increases  at  the  expense of increasing  specific  fuel  con- 
flow and decrease6  in  compressor  pressure  ratio.  Therefore, in order to 
obtain any howledge concerning  the  best  operating  point al ng a constant- 
stress  line,  it  is  necessary to weigh  the  increase in thrust  due  to  higher 
specific  weight flows against  the  increase in specific  fuel  consumption. 
In order  to  increase  both  compreesor  pressure  ratio and urbine-limited 
specific  weight flow at 200O0 R turbine-inlet  temgerature,  it 1s necessary 
to increase  the  blade  stresses. For the 250O0 asd 30000 R turbine-inlet 
temperatures  (not sham) the slopes of the  constant-stress lines are  be- 
tween  those for the  two  extreme  turbine-inlet  temperatures  shown. 
CEI s 
P reason  it  is  desiratile  to  increase  compressor  weight-flow  rate and pres- 
- sumption corresponding to increases in turbine-limited specific weight 
Because  the  turbine  blade  hub  stresses  are  dependent  upon  both  the 
turbine  tip  speed and hub-tip  radius  ratio,  the  lines of constant  stress 
must  cross  the  lines  of  constant  tip  speed and th  lines of constant  hub- 
tip  radius  ratio  as  shown  in  figure 5. For 3500° R, the  characteristic 
increase  in  the  turbine-limited  specific  weight flow and compressor  pres- 
sure  ratio along the  constant-stress  line  is  accompanied  by a n increase 
in  the  turbine  tip  speed and hub-tip  radius  ratio. Thus, in  order  to 
exploit  the  gains  in  engine  performance  associated  with  increases  in  both 
compressor  pressure  ratio  and  turbine-limited  specifFc  weight flo  d o n g  
a constant-stress line, it  appears  that  it  would  be  desirable  to  design 
the  turbine  with  short blades (high  hub-tip  radius  ratio) and high  tip 
speeds  rather than to  use long blades and law tip  speeds.  However, for 
2000° R turbine-inlet  temperature,  the long turbine  blades  or low turbine 
hub-tip  radius  ratios  may  possibly  be  desirable. 
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A t  3500° R turbine-inlet temperature, the three lowest constant- 
stress lines for zero coalant-flow rat io   cross  over each of the corre- 
sponding stress lines fo r  0.15 cqolant-flaw ratio. This cross-over in- 
dicates that, for a limlted range of turbine design variables, the cooled 
turbines can drive. compressors o f  higher weight flow for   the  same com- 
pressor pressure r a t i o  and turbine blade hub stress than can the un- 
cooled turbine. H a w e y e r ,  the cooled turbine cannot drive the higher- 
weight-flow compressor without employing a higher turbine specific mrk, 
which adversely affects the engine performmce. For most of the values 
of the turbine design yariables a t  SO@ R and for the complete range a t  
2O0O0 R, the cooled-blade hub stresses me always higher than those f o r  
the uncooled blade w i t h  the same turbine-limited  specific w e i g h t  flow and 
compressor pressure  ratio.  
INFLUENCE OF ENGINE COMPQNENICS OrJ SELECTION OF TtJEBm 
DESIGN SPECDICATIONS 
In the  foregoing  discussion;  those  factors have been ernhasized that 
a f fec t  the selection of a set of values of turbine design variables which 
would result i n  a light-weight,  air-cooled  turbine  with minimum blade 
heat-transfer area. For this purpose the turbine-limited specific w e i g h t  
flow, which is based upon the turbine frontal area, was employed as a 
cr i te r ion  of merit. In the case in w h i c h  the weight of the turbine is of 
secondary 3mportance in comgarison with the engine frontal   area,  the en- 
gine specific w e i g h t  flow is the most important cr i ter ion of merit. The 
reference area in this paramter is the frontal area of the  largest  engine 
component, including the inlet diffuser, the compressor, the combustor, 
the turbine, and, i n  the case of the afterburning engine, the afterburner. 
For some of the engine compohents, the maximum specific w e i g h t  flow 
computed, while, for the remainder, the r a t i o  of the component area 
t o  the turbine frontal  area  required t o  pas6 the necessary weight flow 
was computed. The  maximum speciffc weight flow of the compressor as a 
function of the compressor t i p  speed is presented in figure 6, i n  which 
wheel-type spanwise velocity distribution is assumed for the inlet guide 
vanes. A value of the M e t  diffuser specific w e i g h t  flow of 34.4 pamda 
per second per  square foot  was ob$ained by using a ram recovery of 0.85 
and a flight Mach  number in the stratosphere of 2.0. The priruary combus- 
t o r  is larger than the turbine for  many c'onibinations of turbine design 
variables, while the afterburner is nearly always larger than the turbine. 
Limitations on Turbine Design Specifications Due t o  
Component Frontal Areas 
In order   to   i l lustrate   the manner in which the  f rontai  areas of the 
several engine components exercise control over the choice of a deairable 
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se t  of values of turbine design variables, it was assumed t o  be desirable 
fo r  a l l  the engine components t o  have the same frontal area. From data 
presented i n  table I, however, it i s  possible  to determine the effect 
of the several component frontal   areas on the choice of turbine design 
specifications  for  arbitrary  ratios of frontal   areas of the components. 
In figure 7 the  turbine-limited  specific weight flow of the uncooled en- 
gine is plotted  sgaFnst the compressor pressure  ratio f o r  all values of 
turbine  t ip  s eed and h d - t i p  radius r a t i o  and f o r  turbine-inlet tempera- 
tures of 2000 and 35080 R. Superimposed on these plots  are  the bound- 
ar ies  beyond which the inlet  diffuser (ram recovery, %, 0.851, the com- 
pressor, the combustor, or the afterburner must be larger than the turbine 
in frontal   area in order  that  the  pertinent component accommdate the tur- 
bine specific weight flow without exceeding the imposed limits. The en- 
gine specific w e i g h t  flow is the same as the turbine-limited specific 
weight flow for all conditions for w h i c h  the  turbine frontal area is  equal 
t o  o r  larger than that of any of  the other components. 
8 
The regions of f igure 7 in which the inlet dwfuser and the compres- 
sor  l i m i t  the engine specific w e i g h t  flow are quite small. In fac t ,  for 
the uncooled engine, only a t  the highest values of turbine-inlet teqer- 
ature and t i p  speed do the inlet diffuser and the compressor have t o  be 
larger than the r e s t  of the engine. Since, a t  these same conditions for 
the cooled engfne, the turbine-limited specific weight flow is suffi- 
ciently lower than for the uncooled engine (fig.  4), the cooled engine 
is not limited by either the inlet  diffuser or the compressor. There- 
fore, f o r  the range of design variables and coolest-flow ra t io  considered 
herein, the weight-flaw capacity of the engine is essentially unlimited 
by the  inlet   diffuser and the campressor. 
Figure 7 indicates that the co?fbustor limits the engine specffic 
weight flow at low d u e s  of hub-tip radius r a t io  over the f u l l  range of the 
variables. A t  both values of turbhe-inlet  temperature and at a t i p  speed 
of U O O  feet   per second, the turbine and combustor f rontal  areas are equal 
at a hub-tip radius ratio of about 0.708 If t h e   t i p  speed is changed t o  
1700 feet   per  second, the hub-tip  radius  ratio of the boundary a t  w h i c h  
the conibustor and turbine  are equal in s i z e  varies from 0.59 t o  0.67 as 
the turbine-inlet temperature varies from 2ooo0 to 35W0 R. These bound- 
aries are  located a t  s l igh t ly  lawer values of hub-tip radius r a t i o  for 
cooled turbines having the same design conditions as the corresponding 
uncooled turbines. The reason f o r  the shift in this boundary toward lower 
hub-tip  radius  ratios for the cooled case is that the coolant flow by- 
passes the combustor. With reference t o  the cansixat-stress lines in f ig-  
ure 5(b), the advantage of high turbine hub-tip radius ra t ios  has been 
indicated for hi& turbine-inlet temperatures. SFnce, for the high values 
of the hub-tip radius ra t io  in the case of the nonafterburnfng engine, the 
turbine is the largest  engine component, the turbine-limited specific 
weight flow is the same a8 engine specific w e i g h t  flow. Thus, f o r  high 
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hub- t ip radius r a t io s  and high  turbine-inlet  teqperatures , improvements 
in engine specif ic  weight flow are a direct  result of improvements in 
turbine-limited specific weight flow. For . L o w  t m b i n e - W e t  temperatures, 
however, the hub-tip radius r a t i o  chosen f o r  a particular  design must be 
the resul t  of a compromise. The. inclination of the constant-stress lines 
for  this  condi t ion in figure 5(a) is such that high turbine-limited spe- 
c i f i c  w e i g h t  flows me obtained at low values of hub-tip radius rat io;  
but figure 7(a) indicates that the combustor becomes larger than the tur- 
bine befare the hub-tip radius rat.io has decreased significantly.  In 
addition,  the constant-stress lines of figure 5(a) indicate that the 2 
turbine-limited specific weight flow is increased a t   t h e  expense of com- 
pressor pressure ratios. Thus, a t  the low temperatures, l i t t l e  design 
freedom is available, and it may be necessary t o  choose a value of hub- 
t i p  radius r a t i o  that requires a couibustor having a frontal area consid- 
erably greater than that of the turbine. 
" 
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The engine specific weight flow is limited by the afterburner frontal 
area for nearly a l l  conditions studied. Only for mderate and high t i p  
speeds and f o r  a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R is the turbine 
larger than the afterburner ( f ig .  7)  . For cooled turbfnes, the after- 
burner is larger than al courponents for all conditions studied, because 
the effect  of coolant flow is to.decrease the campressor pressure ratio 
a s  shown in  figure 4.  This decrease i n  pressure r a t i o  lowers the  density - 
l eve l  in a l l  the components, includhg the afterburner, and, therefore, 
causes an increase in the afterburner frontal area over the uncooled case. 
Thus, it appears t ha t  an a9terburner suffers the inherent  disadvantage of - 
permitting only low engine specific w e i g h t  flow. As a result ,  the engine 
thrust capacity  per unit. of frontal area is limited by the  afterburner 
s ize .  For t h i s  type of engine, the principal advantage of increasfng the 
turbine-limited specific weight flow is t o  reduce both turbine weight and 
cooling requirements, a s  is extremely desirable. 
Effects of Increasing Combustor and Afterburner Reference Velocity L i m i t s  
It is apparent from figure 7 that t h e  two engine components tha t  mst 
seriously limit the engine specific weight flow are  the combustor and the 
afterburner. Therefore, sample calculations were made t o  determine the 
effect  on engine specific weight : f low of increasing  both couibustor and 
afterburner reference velocities; if the limits on these velocit ies can 
be l i f ted  as a resu l t  of research and development. The results for  the 
uncooled nonafterburning and afterburning engines are presented in  f ig-  
ures 8 and 9, respectively. For.convenience in evaluating the resul ts ,  
the  turbine-limited  specific w e i g h t  flow mesented previously b figure 
4 is shown by the dashed curves. . In addition, the required combustor and 
afterburner reference ve1ocities.an.d the resulting combustor and after- 
burner pressure ratios corresponding t o  the turbine-limited epecific w e i g h t  
flows are shown. 
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Nonafterburning engines. - Curve I - f o r  the specific weight flow in 
figures 8(a) and (b) was determined by dividing the tmbine-limited spe- 
c i f i c  weight flows of the W h e d  curve by the rat io  of the canibustor to 
the turbine frontal areas. The peaks on curve I of these figures corre- 
spond to  the points on the boundary in figure 7 beyond which the corribus- 
to r  is larger than the turbine for the pertinent values of the variables . 
It should be noted that, although the turbine-limited  specific weight 
f l o w  may rise as the hub-tip radius ra t io  falls below that value a t  which 
the turbine and conibustor have the same s ize ,  the engine specific weight 
flow decreases sharply, while the blade centrifugal stress increases d 
the compressor pressure ratio decreases. The decrease i n  compressor 
pressure ratio usually results in an increase in specific  fuel consumption. 
The engine s p e c i f k  weight flow of curve I has no effect on t h e   c d u s t o r  
reference velocity o r  pressure r a t io ,  so  that the dashed curve and curve 
I are identical in the lower two parts of figures 8(a) and (b) . 
However, f o r  curve 11, the combuetor reference velocity was increased 
wherever necessary (middle figs. 8(a) and (b))  so as to  permit a coz?ibustor 
frontal area equal to that of the turbine. This resulted in a decreased 
combustor pressure ratio as shown in the bottom sections of figure 8. It 
is evident from figure 8 for the case of the uncooled turbine that no in- 
crease in engine specific weight flow results from increases in the com- 
a turbine-Wet  temperature of 2000° R, the increase in engine specific 
w e i g h t  flow amounts t o  a maximum of 9.4 percent over the value obtainable 
fo r  the case in which the conibustor reference velocity is l imited  to 150 
feet   per  second and the combustor and turbine have the same frontal  area. 
The reason no significant increases in engine s p e c i f k  weight flow arre 
possible when the reference veloci-by limit is increased is that the cam- 
bustor pressure  ra t io   fa l ls  w i t h  increased regerenee velocity, as is 
sham Ir figure 8. 
% 
d 
C L  bustor  eference  velocity  for a turbine- inlet temperature of 35000 R. A t  1 
The effect  of E-percent coolant flow on the engine specific w e i g h t  
flow, based on the conditions used in curve I, was computed. The enghe 
specific weight flow increased w i t h  coolant flow, since the coolant by- 
passed the combustor, which limits the flow. The effect of t h i s  coolant- 
flow ra t io  f o r  the conditions of curve I1 varied w i t h  t i p  speed. A t  the 
high t i p  speed the coolant reduced the engine specific weight flow, and 
a t   t he  low t i p  speeds the coolant flow raised the engine specific weigh% 
f l o w  (for the same reasons given in the discussion of f i g .  4) . 
Afterburning engines. - Curve 1 for the specFfic weight flow in f ig-  
u e s  9(a) and (b) was determined by dividing the turbine-limited specific 
weight f l o w s  of the dashed curve by the r a t i o  of the conkustor to the tu- 
bine  frontal  areas o r  the   ra t io  of  the afterburner t o  the turbine  frontal 
in le t  temperature of 20W0 R and a t i p  speed of 1500 feet   per second (fig.  
9 (b) ) represents one point on the boundary in figure 7 beyond which the 
" areas, whichever was greater. Thus, the peak on curve I fo r  a turbine- 
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afterburner is larger than the kurbine fo r  the pertinent values of the 
variables. As in the case of the nonafterburning engine, the engine spe- 
c i f ic  weight flow decreases sharply as the hub-tip radius ratio falls be- 
l o w  that value at  which the turbine and afterburner have the same size.  
Also, when engine frontal area is important, no advantage is  gained by 
the choice of a value of hub-tlp radtus ratio less than that value f o r  
maximum engine specific weight flow, because of the deleterious effects on 
blade centrifugal stress, engine specific weight flow, and compressor 
pressure  ratio. 4 + 
r4 In general., significant gains in engine specific weight flow are in- 
dicated in curve 11 for the case when both the afterburner and the com- 
bustor  reference  velocities  are  increased beyond the  limiting  values. 
However, it should be noted that the afterburner reference velocities be- 
come extremely high. Curve I1 in the top sections of both figures 8 and 
9 has the same value a t  each cmreeponding point, because the turbine- 
limited specific weight flow is determined a t  the turbine exit, and, 
therefore, the afterburner cannot control it but muat accommodate it. 
For the case of 2ooo0 R turbine-inlet temperature, the afterburner-inlet 
Mach number is so high that the  exit  Mach nmiber of I is reached before 
the combustion-gas temperature has reached 350O0 R. For these cases, the 
f ac t  that the afterburner i s  thermally choked ie indicated In figure 9. 
Since curve I1 has the same values in the corresponding upper parts 
of figures 8 and 9, the effect of the coolgLnt-flm ra t io  is the same as 
noted in the discussion of figure 8. With respect  to  curve I, however, 
the effect of increasing the co.olast-flow ratio is t o  make the afterburner 
progressively larger than the Pest of the engine, because the coolant flow 
reduces the compressor pressure  ratio and because the  afierburner must 
accommodate the cnoling a i r .  
CONCWSIONS 
The following  conclusions  are  dram f r o m  a study of nonafterburning 
and afterburnhg turbo j e t  engines operating a t  a Mach number of 2 in the 
stratosphere and employing air-cooled single-stage turbines with high 
aerodynamic limits and exit whirl: 
1. Values of the turbhe-inlet  temperature and ti3 speed higher than 
used in current desigu practice are particularly advantageous, since they 
permit appreciably higher values of compressor pressure  ratio and turbine- 
limited  specific weight flow than are  currently  obtainable. 
2. Increasing the coolant-flow ratio rehces the obtainable compres- 
sor pressure  ratio  for all values of turbine design specifications by an 
amount depending on the uncooled pressure ratio and the coolant-flow 
rat io.  
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. 3. A t  the highest value of t&%ine-inlet temperature studied (3500' R) , the  obtainable compressor pressure r a t i o  and turbine-limited 
specific weight flar can be increased simultaneously w i t h o u t  increasing 
the blade centrifugal stress. However, a t  the lowest value of turbine- 
in le t  temperature  studied ( 2000° R) , the obtainable compressor pressure 
ra t io  and turbine-limited  specific weight flow cannot be increased simul- 
taneously without increasing the blade centrifugal stress. 
CN 4. The nonafterburning  engine  specific w e i g h t  flow is limited by  the z conibustor for the lower  range of turbine  hub-tip  radius  ratios  tudied; 
w however, the eterburning engine specific w e i g h t  flow is limited by the 
afterburner  for  essentially a31 turbine hub-tip radius ratios  studied. 
Increases in the  turbine-limited  specific weight flow f o r  twbine  hub-tip 
radius  ratios below the d u e s  fo r  which either the combustor o r  after- 
burner limits the engine specific weight flow m e  accompanied by increases 
in turbine blade centrifugal stresses and decreases in engine specific 
weight f l o w  and specific  fuel consumption. 
5. No significant increases in the nonafterburning engine specific 
weight flow axe possible by increasing  the conibustor reference velocity; 
however, the afterburning engine specific weight flow can. be increased 
substantially if the afterburner reference velocity is increased, except 
in those cases Fn w h i c h  thennal choking occurs at the afterburner  outlet. 
Lewis  Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Comnittee for  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, March 22, 1954 
. " 
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DiGFINITIONS AM3 SYMBOLS 
The following terms, which were employed i n  the  text   in   the inter- 














Coqected weight flow per unit compressor 
f rontal  area that an aerodynamically limited 
compressor can pass. 
Corrected weight flow of compressor divided 
by area. of largest  engine component among the 
following: inlet diffuser, compressor, com- 
bustor, turbine, and afterburner (where 
applicable}. 
Coqected weight flow of diffuser divided. by 
diffuser frontal area. 
Turbine-inlet temperature, blade t i p  speed, 
and ,blade  hub-tip radius ra t io .  
Corrected weight flow through compressor as 
limited by turbine, divided by turbine fron- 
tal area. 
Canrpressor pressure  ratio and turbine-limited 
specific weight flow obtainable with single- 
stage aerodynamically limited turbine. 
Weight-flow capacity of turbine divided by 







The following symbols are used in  this   report :  
frontal  area of any engine component, sq f t  
c r i t i cd  ve loc i ty  of sound, ft /sec 
r a t i o  of cooling air t o  cmpressor mass f lm 
f’uel-air r a t i o  
acceleration due t o  gravity, 32.174 ft/sec2 
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.164 ft-lb/Btu 
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w 
t; 
loss factor  
loss in  turbine except for w h i r l  loss, Btu/lb 
Mach nuniber re la t ive  t o  rotor at M e t  
stagnation pressure, lb/sq f t  
radius, f t  
stagnation temperature, 91 
blade speed, ft/sec 
velocity, ft/sec 
t angen t id  component of velocity, ft/aec 
axid component of velocity, ft /sec 
velocity relative t o  blade, ft/sec 
weight flaw, lb/sec 
r a t i o  of stagnation t o  standard pressure, p*/2ll6 
efficiency 
ram recovery 
turbine adiabatic efflciency for  zero exit whirl 
r a t i o  of stagnation to stsmIard temperature, ~'/518.4 
turbine blade hub centrifugal stress, lb/sq in. 





h hub or inner  radius 















radial position at which tangential velocity head times mass Flow 
equals total exit-whirl loss 
turbine 
t i p  
diffuser i n l e t  
compressor i n l e t  
combustor i n l e t  
turbine s ta tor  inlet  
turbine rotor inlet 




afterburner ex it 
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APPENDIX B 
Turbine Efficiency with Turbine-Ekit Whirl 
For a specific set  of values for the turbine design variables, the 
variation in turbine-exit ~&irl has little effect upon the  inlet  Mach 
number vector diagrams along the blade span, because the turbines ana- 
lyzed are designed f o r  an assigned in le t   re la t ive  Mach number at the 
hub; but the whirl does increase the blade turning angles and the   exi t  
Mach numbers, both relative and absolute. According to Ainley and 
bkthieson (ref. E ) ,  when exi t  re la t ive Mach numbers a r e  increased be- 
tween that exi t  Mach  number at which sonic l o c a l  velocities occur on 
some portion of the blade e.nd an exi t   re la t ive Mach number of 1, the 
prof i le  loss my either rise o r  f a l l .  Therefore, since f o r  the present 
analysis turbine-exit whirl can have l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on the Mach Lltmibers 
at the turbine inlet, and since experimental results of reference 15 
seem to indicate that with proper design the profile loss might be held 
constant w i t h  turbine-exit whirl, cdculations were made t o  determine 
the turbine adiabatic efficiency over a wide range of the turbine-exit 
whirl parameter f o r  blading losses invariant with exit whirl. The energy 
associated  with  the  exit whirl was considered dissipated and chargeable 
t o  the adiabatic efficiency. The resul ts  of these calculations f o r  a 
zero-whirl adiabatic efficiency of 0.83 and for two  values of the   in le t  
whirl pazameter are presented i n  figure 10. As is evident from the 
figure, i n i t i a l  increments in the exit-whirl parameter result i n  a 
greater percentage increase in  the turbine specific work  output than i n  
the total losses chaged to the turbine, while later increments i n   t he  
exit-whirl parameter have the opposite result. IIZlese circumstances are  
indicated by the successive rising and falling of adiabatic efficiency 
with increasing values of e x i t - w h i r l  parameter. For a value of the exit- 
whirl parameter Vu,6, i/Ui of -0.410, the adiabatic efficiency with 
exit whirl is  equal to the value without exit whirl, regardless of the 
value of inlet-whirl p m t e r  Vu . This point is designated by 
the break-even point in the figure: ’ IUi 
Since reference 15 left the question open as t o  whether, i n  a 
specific  instance,  the  profile l o s s  would r i s e  or f a l l  with increasing 
values of the exit  w h i r l ,  further computations were undertaken i n  an 
attemgt t o  explore the effects of losses on efficiency. In these corn- 
putations, the blading losses w e r e  expressed by L = (K/gJ&W2 as i n  
reference 16, in which the constant of proportionality was considered 
invariant with exit whirl. The adiabatic efficiency w a s  then computed 
for  z e r o  exit whirl with an assumed efficiency of 0.83 for a value of 
the exit whirl parameter V u , 6 , i / U i  of -0.41. The results are pre- 
sented in  the  following  table: 
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Turbine t i p  
zero whirl, q; rh/rt 91 f t /sec 
efficiency  for radius rat io ,  temperature, Ti, speed, U t ,  
Turbine adiabatic Turbine hub-tip Turbine-inlet 









0.866 0.55 ZOO0 1 7 0 0  
.841 
3500 0.852 0.55 
,854 .75 
. .  
The zero-exit-whirl efficiency conrputed i n  this  way increases wLth in- 
creased tip speed and decreased t q e r a t u r e ,  and has maximum and mlnirmun 
values of 0.869 and 0.840. Thus, f o r  the complete range of turbine 
design variables considered herein, the variation of the zero-exit- 
whirl efficiency from tha t  fo r -  Vu #Ji = -0.41 is  between 1.0 and 
3.9 percentage  points  for EL blading loss. yaried with the  exit   velocity 
r e l a t i v e   t o  the rotor.  
, ,  
." ..... - .r. . . .  - . .  . . . . .  - .  - 
Experimental results  presented  in  references  15.and 17 give the  
effects  of ex i t   re la t ive  Mach number,  Reynolds number, and turning angle . 
upon the prof ile.loss coefficient. From these results it may be con- 
cluded that the prof i le  loss coefficient increases with increased turning 
angle but that the coefficient decreases With increasing Reynolds number 
and ex i t   re la t ive  Mach nTrmber. An increase- i n  the exit-whirl parameter 
corresponds t o  an increme in the turning angle, because the specific 
work is increased. In adaftion, the Reynolds n W e r  and the re la t ive  
Mach number increase because of the increased velocity and the increased 
density due t o  the higher epecific work and compressor pre'ssure ra t io .  
An inspection of the data referenced indicates that, for the analysis 
of the present report, the increases in .the .Reynoids and exit relat ive 
Mach numbers influence the 1066 coefficient considerably more than the 
increased turning angle, with +e r e su l t  that the profile 106s. coeffi- 
cient would decrease as the  exit w h i r l  is changed frm zero t o  sane 
prescribed amount. A t  l eas t  it seems c m e r v a t i v e  t o  assume a constant 
prof i le  loss coefficient i - ,  I . - . .  " ..... ." . . ." 
Minimum Turbine Blade Chords for  Axial Choking 
The turbine rotor reaches. an axial .choking condition when the axial - 
Mach number immediately inside. the  rotor  bl&e passage at the t r a i l i ng  
edge is 1. llhe corresponding .+it axial  Mach . . . . . .  number - . . .  {outside  the passage) 
. .  " 
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i s  less than 1 because of the area chasge due to the trailing-edge block- 
age. The blockage i s  degendent upon the r a t i o  of the blade trailing-edge 
thiclmess to   the  .spacing, which can i n   t u r n  be related  to  the chord, 
trdling-edge thickness, and solidity.  Reference 18 shorn that, fo r  
ty-gical current turbine rotor blade designs operating at limiting Mach 
nuniber, the exit a x i a l  cr i t ica l   ve loc i ty   ra t io  is appro-tely 0.70. 
However, since the remzlts of reference 18 axe limited t o  turbines with 
small amounts of t u r b i n e d t  w h i r l ,  which influences the turbine-exit 
density and therefore  the change in axial Mach number as the gases leave 
the turbine, further calculations w e r e  made to  Justify the use of this 
value of axial cr i t ical   veloci ty   ra t io  f o r  the amount of w h i r l  used 
herein. Since the blockage is  dependent upon the chord, the ralnirmrm 
permissible chords f o r  Vu, 6 , i / q  = -0.410 and the extremes of the com- 
binations of turbine  design  variables were compu-ted with an assmd exit 
mal cri t ical   veloci ty  r a t i o  of 0.7 and a trdling-edge  thickness of 
0.070 inch. This trailing-edge thickness i s  a reasonable value f o r  cool- 
ing the t r d l i n g  edge. Tlp so l id i t ies  of 1.1 and-1.5 were used t o  cover 
the range expected for future designs. The results of these cosrputations 
are as follows : 
lloo 
1700 
TUrbfne- Turbine hub- t tp  
in le t  
tempratwe, Tb, 







2000 I 0-55 .7
3500 0.55 
.75 
EIinirmzm turbine  rotor 
blade chord, 
.9381  1.279 
0.8341 1.137 
.8477 I 1.156 
1.156 1.576 
1.264 1 1.723 
0.9670 
1.386 I. 017 
1.319 
The minimum chords axe between 0.8341 and 1.264 inches f o r  a t i p  sol- 
i d i t y  of 1.1 and between 1.137 and 1.723 inches f o r  a t i p   so l id i ty  of 
1.5. These chords are lower than most present designs f o r  turbodet 
engines. In addition, it is sham in reference 19 that increasimg the 
blade chord lengths is  desirable for high turbine-inlet temperatures in 
order t o  reduce the coolant-flow requirements. 
Rotor Blade Turning Angles 
The ro tor  blade turning angles were computed at the  rotor  blade 
hub {where the greatest amount of turning occurs) for  the extreme com- 
binations of the turbine design variables t o  determine whether exces- 
sive turning occurs. The calculations were made from the turbine design 
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velocity vector diagrams with a procedure analogous t o  that outlined in 
appendix E of reference 10. The results are presented i n  the following 
table: 
Turbine t i p  
turning angle at radius  rat  lo, temperature, Ti, speed, Ut, 
Rotor blade Turbine hub-tip Turbine-inlet 
f t /sec rh/rt OR 
hub,  deg 
U O O  
109.8 .75 
99.3 0.55 3500 
132.4 .75 
u9.4 0.55 ZOO0 1700 
79.8 .75 
73.8  0.55 3500 
98.2 .75 
89.6 0.55 2000 
The maximum turning angle of 132.4O occurs at the lower turbine-inlet 
temperature. As the temperature is increased, t h e  turning angle is 
decreased. 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTAWTS 
2 
Inasmuch as the  results and procedures o f  reference 10 w e r e  used 
i n  the present repart, the follaring assumptions of that reference also 
apply to the turbine analysis herein: 
(1) Simplified radial equilibrium 
(2 ) Free-vortex  blading 
(3) Use of density at mean r a m  posi t ion  for  computing weight flow 
(4) Stagnation temperature invariant with radial position at tur- 
bine entrance 
(5 1 Hub, mean, and t i p  radii at turbine exit equal. to   respect ive 
values at turbine entrance 
(6)  Constant value of 413 f o r   r a t i o  of specific heats 
I n  addi t ion   to  the foregoing, the follawing assumptions were em- 
ployed in this  turbine  analysis: 
(7)  Adiabatic flow through turbine rotor 
(8) Work done by turbine on cooling air between compressor inlet 
and t i p s  of turbine blades equivalent t o  work required t o  
compress cooling air t o  compressor-outlet stagnation 
temperature 
(9) Mechanical f r i c t ion  and work required by accessories  negligible 
(10) Pressure head associated with tangential component of turbine 
absolute efflux velocity  dissipated by struts that secure 
t a i l  cone, and result ing loss a g e d  to   turbine  adiabat ic  
efficiency 
(ll) No effect of cooling-air efflux from turbine blade t i p s  on 
turbine work or adiabatic efficiency (ref. 20 and unpub. 
data 1 
In calculating  the maximum specific weight mass flow of the com- 
pressor, t h e  following assumptions w e r e  Fmposed: 
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(12)  U s e  of simplified radial equilibrium in analgais of flow a t  
i n l e t   t o  first compressor rotor (as recommended in ref. 21 
for first  approximation of condFtians i n  an axial-flow 
turbomachine) 
(13) Computation .of weight. flow through comgressor i a e t  at mean 
radial position 
(14) Use  of solid-body-rotation guide vanes i n  compressor-inlet 
analysis 
The following additional assrrmptions were imposed OR the  pertinent 
components : 
(15) Constant value of 4/3 far ra t io  of specific heats i n  combustor 
analys i 8 
(16) Variation of combustor pressure  ratio with inlet Mach number 
and temperature r a t i o  according t o  experimental loss char- 
ac ter i s t ics  of t yp ica l  low-loss turbojet combustor of ref- 
erence 13 
(17 ) Entrance of combustion gases and cooling air in to  zone down- 
stream of turbine  in which mixing occurred at same s t a t i c  
pressure 
(18) Constant flow mea .in mixing zone for combustion gases and 
cooling air  -- 
(19) Constant-area co&ustion section i n  afterburner, as i n  ref- 
erence 14 
(20 )  Friction and flame-holder losses in afterburner equal to inlet 
dynamic head, as in reference 1 4  
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me f ollawing values of constants were employed herein: - 
Compressor-inlet hub-tip radius ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.4 
Comgressor adiabatic efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.83 
Compressor rotor- inlet  re la t ive khch nuniber at blade t i p  . . . .  1.1 
Compressor-Wet axial cri t ical  veloci ty  r a t io  at hub . . . . . .  0.7 
Ratio of combustor inner radius t o  tu rb ine  t ip  radius . . . . . .  0.25 
Combustion efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.95 
Combustor reference  velocity  limit, ft/sec 150 
Turbine adiabatic  efficiency 0.83 
P Turbine-Wet relative M&ch number at hub . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.8 
Turbine-exit axial cr i t ica l  ve loc i ty  ra t io  . . . . . . . . . . .  0.7 
Afterburner combustion efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.88 
Afterburner-exit stagnation temperature, 4 . . . . . . . . . . .  3500 
Afterburner diffuser efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.85 
Afterburner flame-holder drag coefficient . .  a . . . . . . . . .  1.0 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
cF1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tl 
Afterburner-inlet  velocity,  ft/sec . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  500 
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TABLE I. - Cantlnued. TABULATION OF RESULTB 
( c )  Turbine blade tu speed Ut, 1500 fset per ssoond; afterburner reference v e l w i t y  Vm, 500 feet per second. 
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(b) Mterburnin@I engine. 
Figure 1. - Schematic dlagram aP two turbo j e t  engines. 
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Figure 2. - Effect of turblne deala variables on turbine performce.  Coolant- 
flow ratio,  0; turbine-exit whirl parameter ~ , , 6 , ~ / u I ,  -0.410; turbine adiabatlc 
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Compressor pressure ra t io ,  uncooled engine, p;/p; 
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(a) Turbine-inlet temperature, 2oooo R .  
(b) Turbine-inlet temperature, 250O0 R. 
Figure  4 .  - Effec t  of coolant-f low ratio on turbine performance f o r  range of turbine 
design  varlablea.  Turbine-exit whirl parameter vu,6,@1, -0.410; turbine adia- 
b a t i c  e f f l c i e n o y ,  0.83. 





















( d )  Turbine-Inlet temperature, 350O0 R .  
F i g u r e  4. - Concluded. Effect of coolant-flow ratio on turbine performance for range 
of turbine design variables. Turbine-exit w h i r l  parameter Vu,6,#! i ,  -0.410; tur- 
bine adiabatic  efficiency, 0.83. 





Compressor pressure ratio, pyp;  
(b) Turbine-Inlet temperature, 3500° R. 
Figure 5. - Comparison of stresses resulting at various turbine performance levels 
for two coolant-flou ratios. Turbine-exit wtxh-1 parameter vu,6,/%I, -0.410; 
turbine blade taper ratio, 0.40; turbine adiabatic efficiency, 0.83. 




\-Compressor  specific  weight 
1000 1200 1400 1600 
Compressor blade tip speed, UC,t, ft/sec 
Figure 6. - Effect of compressor blade tip speed on 
compressor  specific  weight f l o w  for aerodynamically 
limited compressor wlth solid-body-rotation veloc- 
ity  distribution.  Inlet axial critical velocity 
ratio at hub Vx,2,h/$, 0.7; inlet relative t i p  
Mach number %,z, t, 1.1; compressor-lnlet hub-tip 
radius r a t i o  (rh/rt)C, 0.4. 














(a) Turbine-inlet  temperature, 2000° R. Inlet difhser and compressor  smaller 
than turbine in frontal area for all points- 
18 
14 
( b )  Turb+ne-Lnlet  temperature. 3500' R. Afterburner  larger  than  turbine in frontal 
area for all points. 
Figure 7. - Limitations on turbine  design  specifications  due  to  relative  engine- 
V,,e,~fii, -0.410; turbine  adiabatic  efficiency, 0.83. 
component frontal areae. Coolant-flow  ratio, 0; turblne-exit  whirl  parameter 
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- 2 - L  &bine-llmiked  ehecific  weight h o w ;  combustor  reference  velocity VB 
not  more than 150 f t /sec 
Engine specif ic  
26 weight flon 
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Turbine hub-tip radius r a t i o ,  rdrt 
(a) Turbine blade t ip  speed,  1100 feet  per  second.  
Figure 8. - E f f e c t s  of i nc reaa lng  r e fe rence  ve loc i ty  limit on engine specif ic  weight  f l o r  
and combustor preesure ratio for nonafterburnlng  engine.  Coolant-flow  ratio, 0; turbine-  
exit whirl parameter  Vu,6,i/Ui, -q,410; tu rb ine  adiabatlc.,effi.ciency., 0.83; combuetcy . 
inner  radius t o  t u r b i n e  t i p  r a d i u s  r a t i o  ( q J r t ) B ,  0.25. 
.I, . ~ -  
I
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"" 
n o t  more than 1% f t / a w  
Turbine-limlted specific weight flow; cornbutor reference velocity V, 
- 
[(I) Based cu frontal area of l a rges t  component; colaha- - 
' III) Based 011 turblne  frartal  area; combustor reference -  Engine spec i f ic  tor reference  uekacity V, not  nore than 1% ft/sec L 
and combustor 
velocity V, that required for equal-sized t u r b h e  
Zwblne-inlet temperature, ~ 1 ,  OR 
3500 
+ 
(b) Turbine blade t ip speed. 1500 f e e t  rmr eecond. 
Figure 8 .  - Concluded. Effect8 of Increasing cambustor reference velocity limit on englne 
specific ueight flow and combustor presmure r a t i o  for nmafterburning e w e .  Coolant- 
f low r a t io .  0; tu rb ine-er i t  rhlrl parameter Vu,&,fli, -0.410; tu rb ine  ad iaba t ic  e f f i -  
ciency, 0.85; cambustor inner radiua t o  t u r b i n e  t i p  r a d i u s  r a t i o  ( r d r t ) = ,  0.25. 
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"" 
%butorelti% 150 ft/sec; afterburner reference velocity Vm, 500 ft$sec I ine- ed apecifio  weight flow: combustor reference  velocity V c 
0 u a-rl 
4 
& 8 " *  .* 
.55 -60 .65 .70 .75 -55 
Turbine hub-tip radium rat io ,  q/rt 
( a )  Turbine blade t i p  speed, 1100 f e e t  per eeaond. 
Figure 9.  - Effects of increasing afterburner reference velocity l i m i t  on engine specific 
weight flow and afterburner pressure ratio for  afterburning  engine. Coolant-flow rat io ,  
afterburner-exit temperature, 35@ R .  
0) turbine-exit whi r l  parameter Vu,6,i /Uir -0.410; turbine  adiabatic  effioiency, 0.83% 




"" hrb i i e - l i n i t ed  spec i f l c  weight flat, combustor reference vel'ocity VB 
not more than 150 ft/eec; afterburner reference velocity v,, 500 ft/eec 
-I-
(I) Based on frontal area of larg(tst oompment; cambustor 
reference  velocity VB not more then 150 ft/sec; - 
Might f lm afterburner reference v e l o c i t y  V,, 500 ft/sec 
Based  on turbine frontal  area; combustor reference 
Velocity VB and afterburner reference  velocity V u "  
those required for equal-sized harbine, canbustar, 
and afterburner - 
Turbine hub-ti;- 
.55 -60 .a -70 .?5 
radius ratio.  q/rt 
(b) Turbine blade t i p  speed, 1500 feet Fer second. 
Figure 9. - Ccmaluded. Bffects df increasing afterburner refereme velocity limit on engLne 
ra t io ,  0; twblne-exit NIXIN parameter VU,6,i/trir -0.~10; turbine adiabat ic  efr ic imcy,  
epecific weight flat and af terburner  preseure rat io  for afterburnFng m e .  C o o l a n t " f 1 ~  
0.83; afterburner-exit temperature, 3500a R. 
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Turbine-inlet 
Turbine-exit whirl parameter, VuIG,~/Ui 
Figure 10. - Variation of turbine adiabatic efficiency with 
turbine-exit whirl pwameter. Turbine adiabatic efficiency 
f o r  zero exit  whirl, 0.83. 
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